
Productivity tools developed by 
lawyers for lawyers
No installation. No maintenance. No hassle.

FIRELEX represents a new approach to document automation:

• Get access to our library of pre-made templates

• Code up new templates using a simplified version of NodeJS/JavaScript and learn a 21st century skill

• Eliminate vendor risk by exporting all templates into a standalone open-source application

FIRELEX comes with comprehensive online documentation providing 
lawyers with an easy introduction to docuement automation. The “My 
first application” tutorial, which teaches lawyers how to create a new 
template, takes 20 minutes to complete.

Interested? Sign up for weekly onsite workshops by one of our  
expert trainers.

Coding for lawyers



•  Library of 30 pre-made templates for corporate, capital markets and finance

• Comprehensive clause library

•  Easy-to-use web-based platform to allow setup of new forms and templates in NodeJS/Javascript

•  Graphical user interface to assist with creating code blocks

•  Out-of-the box integration with Scissero legal AI platform 
– set up templates in FIRELEX and use in Scissero

• No prior coding skills necessary

• Online documentation

• Weekly workshops with expert trainers

www.firelex.com  |  40 Bank Street, London, E14 5NR, United Kingdom

Please contact us for a demo

Legacy document automation solutions often 
suffer from clunky user interfaces and limited 
functionality.

It doesn’t have to be that way.  Modern web 
technologies have evolved to the point where 
it has become very easy for anyone, including 
lawyers, to solve many of the challenges they 
encounter in their day-to-day lives with a few 
lines of code.

Need to set up a nice-looking web page that 
guides users through a questionnaire?  How 
about automating that legal opinion you need 
dozens of time a year and that is always a 
hassle to draft?

FIRELEX empowers lawyers to take their 
fate into their own hands.  Watch our getting 
started video on www.firelex.com to see 
yourself how easy it is.

How it works

Key features

Tel: +44 (0) 20 3865 2356 
Email: mstrasser@wallstreetdocs.com

Tel: +44 (0) 7718 108181 
Email: dyelova@firelex.com
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